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1. LOCAL MIAMI RADIO STATIONS CARRYING REPORT ONE LEE H. OSWALD ARRESTED AS PRIME SUSPECT IN PRESIDENT ASSASSINATION.

2. REPORTS DELEGATE HAD RADIO DEBATE WITH LEE H. OSWALD OF FAIR PLAY FOR CUBA COMMITTEE SOMEWHERE IN AUGUST 63 ON NEW ORLEANS STATION WDSU. ACCORDING TO FILES, OSWALD FORMER U.S. MARINE WHO HAD TRAVELED MOSCOW 59 AT WHICH TIME RENOUNCED AMERICAN CITIZENSHIP AND TURNED PASSPORT OVER TO AMERICAN CONSULATE. ALLEGEDLY LIVED IN HOME SOV FOREIGN MINISTER FOR TWO MONTHS. IN COURSE RADIO DEBATE SUBJ CONFESSED HE MARXIST.

2. ABOVE INFO HAS NOT BEEN PASSED PLANS NEWS RELEASE CIRCA 1300 HOURS 22 NOV.
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